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Abstract

Music is a very powerful tool. It is a very important part of the world around us. Some would
even say that without it, life would not be the same. When it comes to church, it is not any different. Music plays a very large part of most church services today, whether that be having someone
play a church organ in a more traditional church or by having a full worship band with lights and
production in a more contemporary church. With that comes the issue of performance within the
church music context. One of the biggest issues within the church today is the issue of worship
vs. performance. As a worship leader myself I have seen first hand how often people in a congregation will view something as performance instead of worship prematurely, without even
knowing the heart behind the people “performing”. This thesis will not only address this issue,
but it will also challenge you to think twice before judging anyone on platform during a worship
service.

KEY WORDS: worship, performance, music, church, denomination, worship team, worship
leader, pentecostal, worship songs, double-standard, excellence in worship, worship set
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Around the last two decades the Christian Church in the United States has been heavily
criticized for emphasizing performance and production over genuine devotion in their worship
services. This issue exists in many different church environments today, whether they be charismatic, Pentecostal, or a non-denominational. It seems like church worship services are becoming
more and more performance based than ever before. Thanks to the recent advent of strategic
lighting, smoke machines, modern stage designs, and new music equipment and gear, worship
services are, admittedly, looking and sounding more like traditional concerts. For many, this has
signaled a need to criticize the new form as little more than well-produced performances. The
truth is, however, that many musicians on platform feel that they are genuinely engaging in worship. Without even realizing, society has created a double standard that cannot co-exist with one
another in regard to the musical worship in our church services. We want worship teams to have
quality musicians and excellent music, but at the same time we don’t want there to be any emphasis on performance what so ever. This creates a very unrealistic expectation especially for
worship leaders whenever they go up to lead a congregation.
I have been a worship leader now for about seven years and have also been a part of
Southeastern University’s worship team, SEU Worship, for the last three years, and a team lead
for the last two. I am currently a senior studying worship ministries, with intentions to become a
full-time worship pastor, and one of the biggest issues that I have had to face as a worship leader
myself is the issue of worship vs. performance. So much so that when I first came to Southeastern University in the Fall semester of 2018 I had various different people tell me to not
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even audition for SEU worship because “I was different than them” or that “They were too performance based.” This caused me to think twice before auditioning, but eventually I did end up
auditioning, and to my pleasant surprise I found out just how wrong everyone was in their perception of the worship team on campus. Performance in worship is something that we see almost
everyday in our church services and it could not be a more relevant topic to talk about in regard
to how it applies to our Christian community today.
The truth is what may look like performance to many, may truly be someone worshipping
with everything they have. In this paper I will be writing about the ever present issue of Worship
vs. Performance as found in our church today, specifically with church music, and how it is perceived by congregants. My prayer is that this paper challenges the audience to think twice before
calling something they see in church a “performance.” There are many different ways to worship; whether that be by someone kneeling down in adoration to the Lord or by using their gifts
with the lights and production at a church. Worship is much more than just what people
envision in their mind. Some may think that the worship culture around us is becoming more and
more performance based every single day, but this paper will challenge that statement.
The goal of this paper is to bring awareness to the Christian community about the double
standard, or principle that is unfairly applied to different people groups, that society has created
between worship and performance, while also explaining to the audience why performance
should not be viewed with such a negative connotation as it currently is today, and finally by addressing some important questions such as, How do we know when something is a performance
and when something is true worship in our current church culture? Does musical
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worship and performance go hand-in-hand? And what exactly does true worship look like today?
My hope is that after people read and hear about this study they will be open to a new perspective and point of view about performance and how it should not be an aspect of our services that
we look down upon or despise. In fact, it should not even be something we learn to accept or tolerate, but it should be something that we embrace as a Christian community.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
True Worship (Worship according to the Bible)
According to the Bible, worship is far more than just music or songs being sung on Sunday

mornings; it is the very posture of our heart towards God. Author Irma Dueck goes even deeper
on this subject in her article, “The Performance of Worship and the Ordering of Our Lives:
Liturgy and Ethics in the Mennonite Tradition,” and talks not only about how worship is much
more than just music or religious ceremonies; but that it is something that should apply to all
aspects of our lives, including our work. 1 Even though the article speaks specifically to the
Mennonite community in particular, I will definitely be able to use some of the information
found in this article to back up my thesis argument. For example, I’ll be able to talk about the
author’s statement of how in the Anabaptist community there is an integral relationship between
honoring God with music and words in worship and honoring God with obedient lives. 2 I assert
this is not something that should only apply to the lives of people in the Anabaptist community,
but it should be something that all Christians should follow. I may not agree or do everything that
the Mennonite community does, but at its core, we do share a very similar idea and depiction of
worship, and at the end of the day, we worship the same God. Articles like this one will also help
my argument to not be biased, since it is coming from a religious leader of a different denomination.

1

Dueck, Irma Fast. “The Performance of Worship and the Ordering of Our Lives: Liturgy and Ethics in the Mennonite Tradition.” The Mennonite Quarterly Review 79 (2005): 51–67.

2

Ibid.
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Two other sources that will greatly contribute to talking about worship from a Biblical
perspective come from Daniel I. Block and Joshua S. Hill. Daniel I. Block’s article is written to
address the issue of today’s Christian viewpoints on worship and also informs how our perspective can be corrected, by making use of a lot of biblical reference and root meaning of specific
words. 3 Block argues that today we have a restricted notion of worship where we automatically
associate worship with music. When in reality the Bible's definition of worship is
not based on music, but it is a living sacrifice unto the Lord. 4 Block’s definition of true worship
is:
“True worship involves reverential acts of submission and homage before the divine ruler in response to his gracious revelation of himself and in keeping with his
revealed will.” (Block 48) 5
Block’s article is very informative and will help towards the overall argument of my thesis paper,
but I believe it’s missing Biblical evidence as to the actual definition of what worship actually is.
That’s where Joshua Hill’s article comes in.
In his article, “True Worship Is More Than Singing in Church.” Hill addresses not only
what exactly is the Biblical definition of worship, but also how it applies to our lives today as
believers. The biggest example that Hill talks about in this article is found in the passage of Romans 12:1, which states:

3

Block, Daniel I. “True Worship: It Turns out the Bible ’S Idea of Worship Is Mostly about Posture, Not Music or
Praise.” Christianity Today 63 No. 4 (May 2019): 44–48.

4

Block, Daniel I. “True Worship: It Turns out the Bible ’S Idea of Worship Is Mostly about Posture, Not Music or
Praise.” Christianity Today 63 No. 4 (May 2019): 44–48.
5

Ibid.
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“Therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, I urge you to present your bodies as
a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God; this is your spiritual worship.” 6
What Hill goes on to discuss, based on the passage above, is that Paul’s idea of worship here captures not only an idea of adoration to God but it covers the entire range of a Christian’s life and
activity. 7 In other words, worship should be a lifestyle devoted to the Lord, not only music or
songs that we sing. All three of these articles may come with its differences, but in the end they
will each contribute to establishing the Biblical definition of worship. This specific section of my
paper will be one of the most important sections because Christians can disagree with my point
of view, but they cannot disagree with God’s word.
Contemporary vs. Traditional
Church worship services can look and sound very different from each other depending on
what denomination the church may be or if the church is more contemporary or traditional, but
what I have come to learn throughout this research process is that performance is not only found
in modern, new churches; it can be found in more traditional settings just as much. We live in a
culture where we often hear people criticize the church for what seems to be performance, because, “it feels like a performance.” But, to what standards is something considered a performance? The article, “Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience,” by
Matthew Pierce describes just that. Pierce concludes that “what each of us

6

Romans 12:1

7

Hill, Joshua S. “True Worship Is More Than Singing in Church.” RELEVANT Magazine. (September 29, 2020).
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identifies as performance often has a direct correlation to our own preferred style of worship.”
(Pierce 1) 8 This is a very important concept to understand when thinking about what is performance and what is not because, whether we admit it or not, we all have our preferences or preferred styles of worship. He also concludes that both the contemporary and the traditional worshipers perceive something like a performance in the worship of the other. (Pierce 5) 9 So
whether you're a Methodist, Pentecostal, or Catholic, there will always be certain religious acts
that will seem like mere performance to people from other denominations or with different styles
of worship. But, if the intentions and the heart posture is good, then it is true and genuine worship.
When we look a little closer at the role that musicians play in both the traditional and
contemporary setting in congregational worship, we see that musicians are almost always at the
center of every “performance” that happens in church. So much so that many of them end up suffering from “Performance Anxiety.” Which is exactly what these next two sources talk about as it
relates to musicians in a more traditional setting in a United Methodist Church. “Befriending the
Butterflies: Techniques for Reducing (and Even Embracing!) Performance Anxiety for Church
Musicians” part 1 and 2 by Edie Johnson both address the issue of performance anxiety in
church musicians and also give different specific strategies for musicians

8

Pierce, Matthew Lawrence. “Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience.” Liturgy 28
(2013): 54–62.

9

Pierce, Matthew Lawrence. “Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience.” Liturgy 28
(2013): 54–62.
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to reduce their anxiety, and nervousness. 10 11 Even though the author is writing this article from
the perspective of an organist at a Methodist church, I believe her experience can apply to any
musician within the church, no matter how big or small they may be! As a worship leader myself
I never really think of the stress or pressure that musicians have to go through when it comes to
learning their parts and having everything down perfectly, but reading this source has definitely
opened my eyes to that issue. I feel that musicians in more traditional churches like the Methodist church, with fewer instruments, do end up having more performance anxiety than musicians in more modern churches, with full worship teams, but performance anxiety can be applicable to all different worship atmospheres.
The Detriments of Performance
It is no secret, especially if you attend church, that church services are becoming more and more
performance based than ever before. With that comes various negative points of view towards
the modern, performance culture that the church is slowly building more and more everyday.
Some may say that God can still move and use these “performances,” but the following sources
that I will use towards the counter argument of my thesis argue the complete opposite. Stapleton,
Lucey, and Vaters all argue that the performance culture that the modern church is building up is

10
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Johnson, Edie. “Befriending the Butterflies: Techniques for Reducing (and Even Embracing!) Performance Anxiety for Church Musicians, Part I.” American Organist Magazine 53 No. 11 (Nov. 1
2019): 66.
Johnson, Edie. “Befriending the Butterflies: Techniques for Reducing (and Even Embracing!) Performance Anxiety for Church Musicians, Part II.” American Organist Magazine 53 No. 12 (Dec. 1
2019): 94–95.
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only negatively impacting our churches today. Shawn Stapleton’s main argument in his article is
that our modern culture is negatively impacting our Christian call to proclaim the Gospel. 12
Some of the points the author makes in the article include how many times the tools or methodology we use in church today seem to replace God as our focus of worship or the inspiration behind our worship. 13 This seems to make sense when just looking at an exterior perspective or
simply at what worship may look like from the outside in our current churches, but something
that I believe this source is missing is a look at how people in these leadership positions approach these so called “Performances.”
Candice Lucey’s article, on the other hand, not only talks about the negative effects of
performance on modern culture, but it also provides 6 practical ways that we, as worship leaders,
can stay away from simply performing while leading worship. 14 Some of the points mentioned
in this article in particular include dressing modestly, encouraging joy as you lead, and even losing yourself in worship. 15 I think this is a much better approach to this issue because even
though the article still has a negative connotation to performance in church, it now provides the
audience with practical ways they can avoid the act of simply performing. Not only that, but it
also shows specific inner qualities that make up a performer, which is definitely something that I
12

Stapleton, Shawn P. “The Carnivalization of Church: Christian Worship or Procliturgitainment?” International Congregational Journal 11 no. 1 (2012): 21–29.

13

Stapleton, Shawn P. “The Carnivalization of Church: Christian Worship or Procliturgitainment?” International Congregational Journal 11 no. 1 (2012): 21–29.

14

Lucey, Candice. “6 Ways to Make Sure It's Worship, Not Performance.” Crosswalk.com. Salem Web
Network (September 18, 2019).

15

Ibid.
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want to address in my thesis paper, because one of my main arguments is that performance is
more of an inner issue than outer.
The last source with a negative connotation to performance is, “6 Important Differences
Between Performance Music And Worship Music” by Karl Vaters. 16 This article is very interesting because it only talks about worship from a music genre point of view. It does not talk about
any of the performance aspects that comes with the live performances of the songs in church
worship services, but only the music itself. This article gave me a whole different perspective
about what performance is. Truth is performance is so much more than just singing or jumping
up and down on stage with all the lights, and production; it is also the actual content that a group
may be presenting or singing to. Performance is so much more than just the external, flashy
things that we see on the outside; it is an internal issue just as much so, if not more.
How God uses Performance
Lots of people today may view all of these new modern changes to worship culture in
churches as a bad thing, but I believe that God can use even what many people may call or perceive as “performance” for His glory. A good example of this is found in Christian movies and
Christian plays that may be played or acted out. Even though the movie is being performed by
actors and the church play is being performed and acted out by members of the church, I have
personally seen many people’s lives be impacted and touched through these so called

16

Vaters, Karl. “6 Important Differences Between Performance Music And Worship Music.” Christianity
Today. (April 2, 2019)
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“performances.” Something I have learned throughout this research process is that the performance aspect of a church service is not necessarily a bad thing, but instead it can be used as a
tool for God to reach people today. 17 Author Matthew Pierce makes a very solid argument of
how performance is not only an aspect that people play, but also an aspect that the Lord works
through as well by bringing up various different styles of worship, such as contemporary and traditional styles, in his article !Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience.”18
Two other sources that I'll be able to use to support this specific argument are written by
Deanna Witkowski and Michael Gungor. Both of these sources may have been written in completely different ways, considering that one is a scholarly and the other is a popular source, but
they both pretty much share the same perspective as to how they view performance in church.
Witkowski’s article talks about how worship and performance both go hand-in-hand for worship
leaders on a stage during a worship service. 19 And Michael Gungor argues that “anything can
become worship, including music and even “performance.” 20 Witkowski’s article is definitely
different from Michael Gungor’s because his article not only talks about the relationship between
performance and worship in our church services today, but it also gives very specific ways in

17

Pierce, Matthew Lawrence. “Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience.” Liturgy 28
(2013): 54–62. https://doi.org/10.1080/0458063X.2012.724320
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Pierce, Matthew Lawrence. “Redeeming Performance? The Question of Liturgical Audience.” Liturgy 28
(2013): 54–62. https://doi.org/10.1080/0458063X.2012.724320

19

Witkowski, Deanna, C Michael Hawn, and Monique Marie Ingalls. “Can Worship Leaders and Musicians Avoid the Temptation to ‘Perform’? How to Keep Church Services from Becoming like American Idol.” Christianity Today 58 no. 9 (2014): 30–31.

20

Gungor, Michael. “Worship ... or Performance?” ChurchLeaders (Nov. 15, 2012)
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which worship leaders can be more worship minded and less performance minded, while still
running everything well with excellence. 21 The truth is many worship leaders actually learn how
to master the art of performance in order to effectively lead a church congregation in a time of
worship. 22 This does not mean they are not worshiping along the way, but it just means that they
use performance as a tool to bless and lead others to the presence of God. If God can use a donkey like he did in Numbers 22 with Balaam, then He can definitely use a !performance” for His
glory.
Performance through Music in Church
Music is a large part of an everyday church service. Some would even say that church
services would not be possible without music. In fact, most churches actually start their services
with a time of praise and worship by singing a couple of congregational songs as the musicians
play their instruments and the worship leaders lead the congregation. But what exactly is the
role of music in worship and what is the point of church music? That is exactly Gordan Gahan
covers in his article titles, “The Theology of Music in church.” 23 One of the main arguments that
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Witkowski, Deanna, C Michael Hawn, and Monique Marie Ingalls. “Can Worship Leaders and Musicians Avoid the Temptation to ‘Perform’? How to Keep Church Services from Becoming like American Idol.” Christianity Today 58 no. 9 (2014): 30–31.

22

Savage, Ryan. “Performance and Worship: Worship Leader Advice.” Worship Guitar Magazine. (October 3, 2016).

23

Grahan, Gordan. “The Theology of Music in church.” Scottish Journal of Theology 57, no.2 (May 2004):
139-45.
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the author makes in this article is that music in the church “unites us in a way that allows us to
give back to God the gifts of God in a style appropriate to people’s giving.” (Graham 145) 24 In
other words, the whole point of having music in church worship services is not to showcase the
musician’s or the worship leader’s talent and giftings, but instead, it is to give back to God what
was His in the first place; all of the honor, glory, and praise. But, whenever all of the glory and
attention go to the musicians and vocalists instead of God, then it definitely becomes a performance instead of worship to God.
Additionally, praise and worship not only plays a large part of church services, but it also
plays a large part of an individual's spiritual well-being. Bhekani G. Tshabalala actually conducts
a study where he addresses the role that participation in “praise and worship” activities (with particular emphasis on music) play in the spiritual well-being of a select sample of pentecostal
youth in the northern area of the KwaZuluNatal province of South Africa through a study conducted with 40 young black African members. 25 According to the study, out of all the different
aspects of worship in the church, “‘Prayer’ was ranked as the most important activity with
‘Singing’ ranked second,” and the author concludes that singing and worship practices through
music have the ability and potential to “spiritually unite a divided humanity.” 26 Praise and wor-

24

Grahan, Gordan. “The Theology of Music in church.” Scottish Journal of Theology 57, no.2 (May 2004):
139-45.

25

Tshabalala, Bhekani G., and Cynthia J. Patel. “The Role of Praise and Worship Activities in Spiritual
Well-Being: Perceptions of a Pentecostal Youth Ministry Group.” International Journal of Children’s Spirituality 15 No. 1(Feb 2010): 73–82.

26

Ibid.
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-ship through music is not only something that we do every Sunday during church services to
sound or feel good, but it is a way that we can come together as one body to worship and lift up
the one living God; the only One who is worthy of our praise.
Performance outside of music
The very last issue that I will cover for my thesis paper will be performance in church
culture as a whole outside of music. This is something that not many people talk about since all
of the “performance” talks usually go to people involved with music, but the truth is that any
leader in ANY church position, even those not involved in music ministry, can lead out of a place
of mere performance. Sure, God can use a “performance,” but no one should ever be leading out
of a place of performance. In the beginning of November 2020, the world was in shock when it
found out that Megachurch Pastor Carl Lentz was Fired as the head pastor of Hillsong church
New York for cheating on his wife. 27 As found in the article by Leanne Italie:
The leader of Hillsong NYC, ...wrote: “When you lead out of an empty place, you make
choices that have real consequences. I was unfaithful in my marriage, the most important
relationship in my life and held accountable for that.” 28
Though this article is short, it will be of great use as one of my sources towards my thesis, because it will prove that you do not have to be part of a worship team or music ministry to
27

Italie, Leanne. “Megachurch Pastor Carl Lentz Fired, Admits Cheating on Wife.” AP NEWS. Associated
Press, (November 5, 2020).

28

Ibid.
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be leading from a place of “performance,” but it can happen to anyone. And it also shows how
leading out of a place of performance is harmful to not only oneself, but also to their family and
ministry. As a worship leader myself, it can be very easy to lead out of a place of mere performance, especially in times of struggle or in doing it purely out of our own giftings. But, the truth
is that no one can do ministry by their own strength or performance. We need the Lord’s help.
Conclusion
Performance is going to be something that people will always find in church, whether it is
through a singer, an organist, or a piano player. There will always be someone who finds certain
aspects of service as a performance. It is our job as leaders in ministry, regardless of our position,
to make sure that everything we do is out of worship to God and him alone. Whether we are
leading worship in front of the whole congregation or simply helping collect the offering; we
must do all things as unto the Lord. As I continue my thesis paper I might end up going deeper
on the topic of performance outside of music, so a wider audience is able to relate to my thesis
topic. But as of now, I think I have a pretty solid foundation of the topic of worship vs. performance, with the sources that I have used so far. My desire is that this research paper would challenge the audience’s perspective of performance in worship for them to see how performance is
not only about what someone may do on the outside, but how they approach whatever they are
doing from the inside; it is an internal issue and not an external one.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
For this research I will be conducting a qualitative study by sending out a survey with 15
questions asking participants about their stand on current worship services and the performancelike culture. I will divide the participants into two different groups of people; those who are on
platform during a worship set or part of a worship team (group 1), and those who are down with
the rest of the congregation during a worship service (group 2). I will send my survey out
through social media, specifically through my instagram, to only SEU students. This will allow
my study to focus primarily on the student body population at Southeastern University. The survey itself will be sent out in a google form and will require students to answer the questions to
the best of their abilities. Both groups of participants will be asked the same questions, the only
difference is that those on platform will have to answer three extra questions that those off platform will not have to. By sending the questions out in a Google form, I will be able see all of the
student’s responses, which will allow me to compare the results from both groups. I will not be
able to see the names of the specific students who take my survey, for they will all be anonymous
to me in order for there to not be any biases in this study, but I will be able to see all of their responses. I will do this by making all of the responses private except for mine. Me and my Theses
advisor, Dr. Joshua Britt, will be the only ones who are able to see all of the responses and survey results.
Interviews will be the second way that I collect information for my topic. Most of the people on platform that I would interview would be either from SEU Worship or from my home
church In Tampa: !Gateway Christian Center,” which is definitely more traditional than SEU
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worship here in Southeastern University. This will allow me to get responses from people in both
a more modern and also a traditional setting. I will also be interviewing some worship artists,
worship leaders, and worship pastors that I personally know, but these interviews will be through
phone calls or in person meetings. They will also be asked the same questions as everyone else,
but I will most likely be going more in depth with them on this topic and may even ask some
new questions, since this is what they do for a living.
In regard to the people in congregation, I will try my best to survey both those here in
SEU who are always at chapels and seem to be very engaged in services, and also those who
barely come to chapels and seem to not really engage as much with the worship during a worship
set. I will survey both students and professors here at SEU to get the most accurate and precise
data about the worship and performance culture here in Southeastern University. The goal would
be to survey at least fifty people from these groups of people; that will ensure a wide range of
responses and choices from which to choose to analyze my data.
Around the last two decades the Christian Church in the United States has been heavily
critiqued for emphasizing performance and production over genuine devotion in their worship
services, so this is such a timely topic to research about.
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Chapter 4: Data Analysis
The evidence that you are about to see helps concludes that there is a double standard between worship and performance, for if you want to have a good worship experience with quality
music, you have to be willing to embrace performance; you cannot have one without the other.
With a total of fifty five responses from SEU student’s I was able to get somewhat of an
accurate representation of the student body at Southeastern University in Lakeland, Florida. The
first section of this survey, questions 1-10, asked more broad general questions to both groups
being questioned for this study, but the second portion of this survey, questions 11-15, was
specifically written and geared for only those who are part of a worship team and lead from a
platform during worship. Regardless if they play drums, piano, guitar, or sing and actually lead
worship, they would be able to answer the last five questions of the survey. A participant does
not have to be a part of the worship team here in Southeastern University to qualify to answer the
second section of the survey. As long as they serve on a worship team in some aspect, whether
that be on the University campus or in their home church where they may congregate on Sundays.
Throughout the rest of this chapter I will be presenting and explaining the average or
overall responses that I have received back from each of the students that have completed my
survey. These question responses will truly give us a better understanding of how the student
body at Southeastern University feels about the controversial issue of worship vs. performance
during the musical part of worship today in our services. The results from this study can be used
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to apply to the overall student body at Southeastern University, but it may not be used to generalize for a greater population or demographic other than those on campus here in Lakeland, Florida.

Survey Questions

Question 1

Question 2
What does your personal devotional time with the Lord normally look like

?


Top five answers: Prayer, Reading the Word of God, Worship music, Journaling, Meditation

20
Question 3

Assembly of God: 38.2% , Non-Denominational: 30.8% , Baptist: 9.1% , Church of God:
5.5% , Pentecostal: 5.5% , Catholic: 3.6% , Methodist: 3.6% , Presbyterian: 1.8% , Jewish:
1.8%

When I first sent out this survey out to the student body of Southeastern University I had
forgotten to put the “Non-Denominational” group as an answer choice for this specific question,
that is why in the actual graph it shows that the Non-Denominational group consists of only
21.8% instead of 30.8% as mentioned below the graph. It was not until around thirty minutes in
to posting about my survey that I realized the mistake I had committed. By that point, around
five people had already typed in that they had come from a “non-denominational” church background. I put “Non-Denominational” as an answer choice only after those first thirty minutes of
posting my survey to my instagram story. So, even though the graph may say say that the NonDenominational group only consists of 21.8% of the total student population, after you
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add the five people who wrote in “Non-Denominational” before I made it an official answer
choice, it all adds up to a final percentage of 30.8%.
I was very surprised at the results that I received from this specific question, considering
that Southeastern University is an Assemblies of God Christian based institution. What was most
surprising was not the result for the Assemblies of God, or the Non-Denominational category, but
that out of the fifty five total responses 5.5% of them came from a Church of God background,
3.6% from a Catholic and Methodist background each, and 1.8% from a Presbyterian and Jewish
background. This diversity found in my thesis survey will add an even greater level of credibility
to my research since it covers a wider variety of religious backgrounds.

Question 4
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Based on the graph above, 53.7% of participants gave either a four or a five for performance being an important element of musical worship today. This is a key factor to remember
when later establishing any final conclusions towards the issue of worship vs. performance, because even though the Christian church in the United States has been heavily criticized for it is
emphasis on performance over worship, something that is not very much talked about is the
silent majority of people who feel that performance is an important element of worship today.

Question 5

According to the graph above, 51.1 percent of the student population at Southeastern
University who took this survey lean towards over-performance being an issue during the musical worship part of SEU chapel services.
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Question 6

The data collected from these questions, specially five & six, shows and confirms that the
Christian church in the United States is in fact being heavily criticized for putting an overemphasis on performance during the musical worship part of church services today. The data collected
from this question can seem in many ways to contradict or go against what we learned from
question four. If performance is an important element of musical worship today, then to what extent are we able to emphasize performance without going over the limit into it turning into overperformance?
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Double Standard
This is where we start to see evidence for the double standard that society has created between worship and performance. But, what exactly is a double standard in the first place? According to google search a double standard is “a rule or principle which is unfairly applied in different ways to different people or groups”, or in this case to people on a worship team, especially
worship leaders, by putting the expectation on them to lead with excellence with no emphasis on
performance whatsoever. The first standard is that the best worship experience is the one with the
highest quality musicianship, while the second standard states that the best worship experience is
not concerned with performance at all.
The first standard is made up of musicians who have a goal and a priority to performing
to the best of their abilities with the highest level of musicianship, but in some cases this may
lead to a certain level of pride and arrogance towards their craft. Most music directors and worship pastors would say that people who dedicate their lives to following this standard would be
those who get the most opportunities to play and be a part of the worship team. Especially in
mega churches or larger corporations, where there is a lot of competition within the music department, the people with the highest musical abilities will almost always get more opportunities
than someone who does not. But, of course, this only comes with years of dedication and practice to performing to the best of their abilities. To music directors these musicians or vocalistsmay seem like a dream, but to many church congregants, people who only follow this standard
would be considered as “performers.” In the secular world this word may not carry such a
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negative connotation, but within the four walls of the church, the word “performer” in most cases
would carry a very negative meaning. Instead of simply meaning someone who entertains an audience, it would mean someone who is so caught up with entertaining people that they do not
care if they please the Lord through their worship. In their eyes, as long as these “performers”
have the applause of man, they could care less if God was pleased with them. As a musician and
worship leader myself, I know this is not very accurate, but it is the harsh reality that the Christian church has created for great musicians and vocalists.
The second standard states that the best worship experience is not concerned with performance whatsoever. To most music directors or worship pastors, people who care only about
this standard are those who show up to worship team rehearsals not prepared with their parts at
all, whether that be on the piano, drums, guitar, or vocals. They show up to Sunday morning rehearsals without having listened to any the songs at all. In fact, the first time they ever hear the
songs for themselves is a couple minutes before rehearsal when they are rushing to church a couple minutes late. They may have prayed and sought the Lord in their personal time all throughout
the week, and even encounter the Lord in mighty miraculous ways, but they have not practiced
the chord progressions or parts to “Do it Again” by Elevation Worship not even once.
The unrealistic expectation that the Christian community today has created for worship
team members, especially worship leaders, is that they expect them to seek God and bring the
presence of Holy Spirit down to earth in supernatural ways during the musical worship part of
our church services, with no regard to correctly performing the music that they may be leading
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the congregation in. Considering that great musicians and vocalists have to dedicate years of
practice and dedication to be be able to perform at the best of their abilities, putting this expectation on them is impossible, for you cannot have both of these standards at the same time. You
have to choose between having a great sounding worship band and having some emphasis on
performance, or having a worship team full of musicians who are not concerned with performing
well at all and just simply want to worship and encounter God like everybody else in a church
congregation.
The truth is that having the desire to fully worship and encounter the presence of the Lord
during a musical worship moment is not a bad thing at all. In fact, it is something that all of us
Christians should desire to have with the Lord in our lives here on earth. But, this does become
somewhat of an issue when you are talking about musicians and vocalists on a worship team who
are there to help lead a congregation of people from all different walks of life and personal backgrounds. Whenever anyone is leading a congregation into anything, it is very important that they
perform their specific part of the song well. I am not saying that they should be so concerned
with the music up to the point that they are not thinking of anything else while doing it, but that
they should have a healthy balance between the spiritual and the practical, performance side of
being on a worship team. We as worship team members need to prepare ourselves spiritually just
as much as musically whenever getting ready to lead anyone into a musical worship moment before any type of church congregation.
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A healthy emphasis on performance within our church services would ensure that we not
only have quality music during the musical worship portion of our services, but also that there is
room for the spirit to move. By having the musicians and vocalists come prepared on Sundays,
the overall worship experience will be much better for everyone, including worship team members, because this will allow them to not have to worry so much about having to play all the music correctly.
The Christian community around us may have established and created a very unrealistic
expectation for worship team members and worship leaders, but with some slight redirection and
guidance we are able to create a much healthier worship culture.

Question 7
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Question 8

One of the most important pieces of information in this study, which we see in the graph
above, is the percentage of people who say that quality music is an important and essential element of an ideal worship service. According to this study, 76.4% of participants said that quality
music was an essential part of a musical worship service. The only element of musical worship
that received a higher level of importance according to the students in Southeastern University
was the category of “spontaneous moments” in worship. This statement and piece of information
proves that the majority of people today in the United States still do expect and desire there to be
quality music in a musical worship service. They may not want there to be such
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an emphasis on performance up to the point where there is no room for the Spirit to move or for
the worship leaders to be lead in a spontaneous, spirit led moment, but they still do expect there
to be excellence.
This brings up another issue that applies to the double standard, that has been mentioned
earlier between worship and performance. The issue of expecting quality music in worship with
no regard whatsoever to performance. As shown to us in this study, a large majority of people
believe that there is an issue with over-performance in our church services today, but at the same
time around the same majority of people say that quality music and musical excellence is an important element of church services. This is clear evidence for a double standard, or an unfairly
applied rule to worship leaders and worship team members.
According to google search “performance” is “an act of staging or presenting a play, concert, or other form of entertainment.” This goes against what most people believe is true, genuine
worship. In fact, most worship leaders and worship team members when asked today would say
that the goal of leading others into a time of musical worship is not to entertain an audience, but
to help navigate and lead others to the presence of God through their God-given gifts and talents.
But with an attitude and mind set like this, why are worship leaders and worship teams from different churches still continually being criticized for over-performance? Is it the new technologies
or is it their actual heart posture in their worship? It is important to remember that in most cases
the issue of over-performance is influenced by new technologies just as much as the worship
leader or team members themselves. More than ever before, we need to be careful
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and think twice before we judge or accuse worship teams for over-performance or what may
simply look like a show. God’s word says, “For the Lord does not see as man sees; for man looks
at the outward appearance, but the Lord looks at the heart.” (1 Samuel 16:7) So, if God does not
judge man by their outward appearance why should we?

From this point on all of the questions on the survey that I sen out were directed to people
who were part of a worship team, in whatever aspect that may look like. Student’s did not have to
be a part of the worship team on campus at Southeastern University or SEU Worship specifically
to continue on with this questionnaire, but they could have also been a member of their church’s
worship team where they serve at.
Question 9
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The next 3 questions specifically established the participants desire, willingness, and
freedom and ability to pick and change a worship setlist during a musical worship service.
Question 10

Question 11
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Question 12

According to the three graphs above, 71.5% of participants who were part of a worship
team that took part in this Survey were flexible to change the service plan or setlist during a worship service and around 60% of them had a large or total control of the setlist of songs during the
musical worship service. This means that the majority of worship team members that took this
survey were either worship leaders or very important team members who worked with the main
team leader. Out of thirty five worship team members, twenty five of them gave either a four or a
five for being flexible in changing the setlist during a worship service themselves. This tells us
that the majority of worship team members that took this survey went to churches where being
lead by the spirit is a very important aspect of services. Out of the thirty five student responses
only 1 said that they were not willing or able to change the service plan or setlist during a worship service at all. In most cases, those students who put wither a one or a two would be students
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who attend a larger church with multiple Sunday services or maybe students who attend a more
traditional church structure.

Question 13

This question, unlike most other questions found in this survey, was geared towards evaluating the heart posture of most worship team members. According to the graph above, out of
thirty five students only two students or 5.7% of the total student population said that they wrestle with the desire to be in the spotlight during a worship service. These students are most likely
the ones that believe they are not given enough opportunities. I believe these are the student’s
who actually do struggle with the issue of performance to a certain point.
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Based on the results shown to us in the graph above, our generation or worship leaders
and worship team members are doing a pretty good job of not having the goal of performing or
wrestling with the desire to be seen in worship. In fact, 0% of students gave a five out of five for
wrestling with the desire to be in the spotlight during a worship service. To most people in a congregation this may come off as a shocking statement or simply as not true. But, as someone who
has been a worship leader for over six years, I can truly say that this is absolutely true. I am not
saying that you will never come in contact with worship team members who are full of themselves, but in more cases than not, the heart posture of most people on a stage or worship team,
even those who may seem to be performing, is humble and pure before God.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Performance is going to be something that people will always find in church, whether it is
through a singer, an organist, or a piano player. There will always be someone who finds certain
aspects of service as a performance. It is our job as leaders in ministry, regardless of our position,
to make sure that everything we do is out of worship to God and him alone. Whether we are
leading worship in front of the whole congregation or simply helping collect the offering; we
must do all things as unto the Lord! As I continue my thesis paper I might end up going deeper
on the topic of performance outside of music, so a wider audience is able to relate to my thesis
topic. But as of now, I think I have a pretty solid foundation of the topic of worship vs. performance, with the sources that I have used so far. The goal of this paper is to challenge the audience’s perspective of performance in worship for them to see how performance is not only about
what someone may do on the outside, but it is how they approach whatever they are doing from
the inside; it is an internal issue and not an external one.
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Appendix A
Question 14
“Are there any other comments you would like to make on this topic of worship vs. performance?” (Students on a Worship team

Student #1

I believe an aspect of performance is necessary in worship because worship needs leadership and direction and a good performer
would know how to face these tasks in con dence. For example, appearance, if not presented correctly, could be distracting and interrupt a person’s worship experience. Rough
music transitions could interrupt a person’s
train of thought or inward prayer. Good performers know how to present to others and set
the atmosphere in a way that doesn’t make
others feel awkward. One could argue that
worship should happen anywhere despite of
circumstances, but I will admit that there are
certain environments in which I feel most at
peace or welcome to worship, and an atmosphere that is presented well to a congregation is one where I feel more welcome.

Student #2

Thank you doing a survey like this! It’s going
to help the church in an amazing way!

Student #3

I think that that performance is important. But
not without the Holy Spirit. Make it where
someone is curious about what you’re doing,
or where they see that things are put together
in excellence. There has to be order and planning. The world does a great job with putting
on a show, but there’s no real meaning or
foundation there. We have a reason to operate
in excellence. He deserves our best... in every
way. Performance doesn’t mean it’s insincere.
It just means you’re conscious of who is
watching and making it where they are drawn
in. Yes, the Holy Spirit does that. But, He also
gave us gifts for a reason, and one of them is
can be to make things appealing to others.

)


Responses

f

Student #

fi

fi

Student #

Responses

Student #5

As a writer/singer, I’m drawn to things that are
done WELL. It shows me that they care about
what they’re doing and who they’re doing it for.
It’s like the wrapping on a gift. You can give
someone a diamond ring in a trash bag or in a
beautifully decorated box. Either way, they get
the ring, but presentation takes it to a new level.

Student #6

If we let the holy spirit guide us to the altar
rst, people will be successfully led to it too. If
we only focus on his presence, he will do the
rest of the job. But organization needs to be
essential for the holy spirit to move easier on
every person, so that everyone can focus on
just one thing. Jesus

Student #7

If we let the holy spirit guide us to the altar
rst, people will be successfully led to it
too. If we only focus on his presence, he
will do the rest of the job. But organisation
needs to be essential for the holy spirit to
move easier on every person, so that
everyone can focus on just one thing. Jesus.

Student #8

Worship is about God, not us. We don’t worship for people, we worship for him. We
should all be engaged in looking at the father
rather than the production around us.

Student #9

Worship is from the heart. It doesn't matter
how much lighting or set up is. Worship is liberating because it’s a form of gratitude towards God and a deep connection with him.
We have the freedom to worship in our car,
room, workplace, wherever we want to. We
don’t need a band or AVL, because thats just
extra stuff. What matters is what comes from
the the heart

Student #10

Read how to worship a king by Zach neese.
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Student #

Responses

Student #11

As I was doing this survey, I looked up the definition of performance and it said: “an act of
staging or presenting [...]; the action or
process of carrying out or accomplishing an
action, task, or function.” I believe the word
“performance” has a negative connotation
within the aspect of worship, however, I must
say that the problem does not come down to
whether perfomance is the hindering factoring
of authentic worship, it’s a heart posture problem. There shouldn’t be a problem in presenting worship with expressions that are interpreted as “performance,” but rather question
whether the “performance” is going to cause
your brother and sisters to step out and worship extravagantly or be “entertained” with
your performance in worship.

Student #12

I think performance is important, but it should
not be the goal. Preparation ahead of time
allows for freedom during the execution.

Student #13

I believe worship teams need an awakening in
why we as worshippers do what we do. We
are not song leaders but we are worship leaders and our job as worship leaders is to usher
the presence of God and not just sing some
words to a song but allow for the Holy Spirit to
move and break the wall of performance.

Student #14

It was my rst Easter as a Victory Church, the
biggest day on the Christian calendar, and
during the worship segment the power goes
out! It turns absolutely pitch black while the
worship team was singing Amazing Grace. But
that does not stop the congregation, because
they begin to sing louder than they did when
the power was on!

Student #15

Performance tires you so much while worshiping gives you rest.

Student #16

The more I research and pray about technology use in the church, the more worried I become about performance and production distracting Christians from the main objective of
worship and creating idols out of musicians
and worship leaders. As a church musician
and audio engineer, I'd like to learn more
about how the history of performance and
production in the church.

Student #

Responses

Student #17

Leaders need to be less focused on how they
look to the people and instead focus on the
spiritual atmosphere of the church/congregation they are worshiping WITH. leaders are not
worshiping or singing to a congregation they
are worshiping along with them.

Student #18

Worship is special and sacred, sometimes
worship is what opens the doors to the intimate place with God. From personal experience when my words wouldn’t come out my
souls praised God through worship and it got
me through ! So to me it’s just as important as
the word and we should give it just as much
respect.

Student #19

I honestly wish people would understand what
REAL and TRUE worship is! The Bible is so
clear and I feel many people are blinded by
what our esh and hype want! The line between worship and performance now a days is
a BLUR and VERRYY thin! I JUST WANT
PEOPLE TO OPEN THEIR EYES AND TURN
AWAY FROM THEIR FLESH!!

Student #20

Goodluck!

Question 2

Responses

Student #1

Performance is important in worship because a
spirit of excellence and direction is necessary in a
worship setting; however, the primary difference
between performance and worship (which could
include performance) is the heart behind the performer or leader. One in this position must ask
themself, !Am I doing this to edify myself or to
edify God?”

.
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Is there a difference between worship and performance? If so, de ne those differences
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Responses

Student #2

Performance is worship without the spirit.

Student #3

Worship is the lifting up of the Lord, while performance is solely based on a focus of our own self.
Self should never be a factor in worship.

Student #4

There is a difference between worship and performance. Performance is when you are focused
on the surrounding factors (ex: lights, crowds,
etc.), it's about the experience.

Student #5

Worship is a sel ess act where the person is focusing on giving God the glory and not focusing
on what is around them.

Student #6

Yes worship is when you do it solely for God.
Performance is when you do it for people.

Student #7

Absolutely. Worship is for him. Performance is for
people. As worshippers we are suppose to lead
people, but they are not our primary focus.

Student #8

Yes. Worship is trying to move Gods heart Performance is trying to move the audiences heart.

Student #9

yes. performance has the focus on delivering a good product (music, sound,
lights, visuals), worship has the focus on
singing/playing praises to the king.

Student #10

worship is spontaneous , of course following the
set list but praising God and being aware of what
you"re singing/playing to.

Student #11

worship comes from your secret place, it
re ects how you live during times you"re
not up on the stage/spotlight.

Student #12

performance is rehearsed, not truly coming from the heart but for the people.

Student #13

big difference worship comes from your
love for God and your vulnerability with
him not to show off to anyone.

Student #14

Worship is God-focused. Performance is
people-focused
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Student #15

worship should be an authentic way of
spending time with God and focusing on
Him alone, performance makes it more
about the outward appearances than
what truly matters

Student #16

Yes worship is a state of reverence and
wholesome giving as performance I believe is more for show and admiration

Student #17

Worship is pure praise to God through
our voice and movements of body. Performance is one trying to please and audience for their own approval.

Student #18

Yes there is. For me, it is about the heart
of myself, the worship leader, and the
church, and not what it looks like. A
ashy, concert type worship style can still
be super authentic to me.

Student #19

yes. it"s usually pretty clear to see when
worship leaders are on stage to lead
others into the presence of the Lord or if
they"re there to show off their talent. to
me, worship is genuine & performance is
only for show.

Student #20

Worship is just a true, genuine connection with God in my opinion. And while a
level of performance is necessary in
worship, just straight performance is not
really connecting with God and just
putting on a show for others.

Student #21

yes there is a difference between the
two. A performance is done for self. Worship is done to bring glory to God.

Student #22

Absolutely, performance is using the
name of God for Our glory, i.e look what I
can do/have some. Worship is using the
name of God for His glory, i.e look at who
God is and what He has done.

Student #

Responses

Student #23

I mean although the main intention is to
worship is important the way we present
ourselves on the platform and the way
we engage with the people in the room.

Student #24

Yes. Performances strive to please people whereas worship is meant to please
God no matter who is listening. A performance is done in front of people and
worship is more than music... worship is
the way we live. It"s not limited to the
way we sound. Worship is the posture of
your heart and who your words are being
geared toward.

Student #25

Performance is paying attention to how
others see what you"re doing. Not always
a bad thing, but it is when that"s ALL you
care about.

Student #26

Performance is about the worship leader,
worship is about God.

Student #27

Performance is catering to an audience
and worship is focusing our adoration on
the Lord.

Student #28

Yes, performance is !worshipping” so
everyone can see you worshipping, and
not genuine.

Student #29

Worship is giving your all to God. Not
caring about the lights and music. Having
the availability for spontaneous worship.
Performance is making sure you sound
right. Music being cranked up and the
lights everywhere.
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Student #30

For sure. Performance is the act of preparing a program in the context of a talent (speech, art show, music, etc.) and
displaying such a program to an audience. Worship is anything that is devoted
to re ect the character of Jesus. Yet,
worship is not done to impress or simply
showcase one"s ability; it is a sacred act
of honoring Jesus by the way one lives
through their talents. In other words, performance can be worship, but worship
cannot be a performance.

Student #31

A performance is presenting music to self
glorify, where worship is an act and a
lifestyle. When I step foot on a platform
to lead people in worship, God is using
me as a vessel to help usher in His presence.

Student #32

Worship is to praise God and a performance is to entertain.

Student #33

Worship=connect with God (speak with
him and let him speak) Performance=
Show

Student #34

Yes, worship is not about you, performance is.

Student #35

Yes, worship is for God alone, performance is for man .

Student #36

Yes! There is a huge difference. Worship
is a personal time between you and God.
It is also an invitation for God"s presence
performance is something that is catered
to the interest of the audience rather than
God.

Student #37

Yes, worship is your own personal encounter with God, while performance is
how others view you !encountering” God.

Responses

Student #38

Yes. The intentions of a performance is
to please the audience the intentions of
worship is to please god.

Student #39

Yes, there is a difference. It's tricky, because worship can sometimes look like a
performance; that's why many people
criticize church musicians (rightly or
wrongly) for acting fake on stage. I believe when church musicians have not
spent time preparing their hearts in personal worship before a worship service,
they are in danger of putting on a show
that is devoid of genuine worship. Think
about this: have you ever been on stage
and done or said something that was
more for show than worship? Even if it
was an ad lib or hand gesture? Was
there ever a time where a worship service felt more like a job than an act of
worship? If so, you understand how it
feels when a worship service becomes a
performance.If worship services were
purely for worship and not performance,
they would look and sound very different.

Student #40

Yes worship is for God performance is
for those watching

Student #41

Yes there is a de nite difference, worship
is worshiping the Lord, you are surrendering everything to God, you"re thanking
him for all he is and all he does and it"s
even more than that, performance is
putting on a show for others entertainment which shouldn"t be correlated with
worship at all!
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Student #42

Yes a performance is to please the
crowd and worship to to connect with the
Fathe
worship is a form of expression of your
gratitude towards God made public, a
performance for me is for the people
rather than to God. Worship is for the
purpose of bringing Glory to Christ.

Student #43

A performance is for the purpose of
bringing attention to a person and their
abilities, Worship is genuine adoration
and praise to God.

Student #44

Performance is choreographed, it has an
agenda and follows a schedule.

Student #45

I think there can be. If the worship is difcult to participate in as a congregation
member, then I believe it has become
more of a performance.

Student #46

Worship is true surrender and adoration,
performance is a visual and auditory representation that the congregation can
connect to emotionally and oftentimes
spiritually.

Student #47

Yes: performance is usually centered on
the performer or the !experience” while
worship is a much broader term that centers on serving God—whether that"s in
the capacity of music or not.

Student #48

There is a great difference between worship and performance because I believe
when we perform we do it for the approval of others, to receive that applause
and praise to ourselves but when we
worship it is a response back to the
goodness of God. We don"t worship for
us but we worship God because that is
what He deserves, our worship.
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Student #49

YES YES AND YESSS!!! 2719101%!! A
performance is usually when you are
putting on a show for others to see or be
interested in your physical appearance,
whether it be for people to see your talent (vocally, instrumentally, physically,
etc.), out ts, and anything that draws attention to YOU, where worship is removing all attention from yourself and directing everything to God! TRUE Worship is
ONLY in spirit and in truth, not through
the lights, smoke, performance, dance
moves, voice/instrument talents, etc.!

Student #50

Yes. Worship is authentic whereas performance is more about being seen and
theatrics.

Student #51

Worship is a level of connection with the
lord where the focus is not on what is
happening around you, but what is happening in your spirit. There is a distinct
difference between a concert and worship where the primary focus in on the
lord and your personal connection with
him during that moment.

